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S enario

A mobile robot (i.e. a Pioneer) equipped with a bla k and white d amera shall
be guided by re tangular traÆ signs that are posted along its way. The robot
is moving in a maze made up of walls with verti al stripes. The signs indi ate
navigational information for the robot. Currently, ve signs are supported:
`Move right', `Move left', `Move left or right', `No robots', `Cul-de-Sa '.
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Proje t

The goal of this proje t was to nd and lassify the traÆ signs in images taken
by a amera. The proje t an be divided into two main parts:
 The prepro essing of the image whi h determines a region of interest (roi)
(re tangular traÆ sign) in the amera image. A feature ve tor taken from
this area is returned.
 The learning and lassi ation of traÆ signs whi h is performed by a
Simpli ed Fuzzy ART Map (sfam).
No robot motion ommands are generated so far. The programming language
that has been used for this proje t is C++.
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Methods

A short des ription of the methods used for the task of re ognizing signs in an
image taken by a amera is given below.
3.1

Prepro essing of the images

The prepro essing of the images is preformed in the following stages:
1. Load the image either from the le system in pgm format or from the
amera devi e in real time.
2. Determine the region of interest (roi), i.e. the traÆ sign. This is done
by extra ting horizontal edges from the images with a sobel lter, thresholding them and performing a horizontal as well as a verti al proje tion.
1
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These one-dimensional proje tions are then he ked for plausible peaks
whi h ould indi ate the borders of a traÆ sign. If a traÆ sign is indiated, the orresponding oordinates are returned.
3. Apply a sobel operator on the region of interest and split it into an m  n
grid of subregions, where m and n are small numbers (e.g. m=4 and
n=3). The subregions are overlapping by one fourth of their length and
height to smoothen the value hange aused by small translations. To keep
the dimension of the output feature ve tor relatively small, the following
averaging method is used. The feature ve tor omponents vi are simply
al ulated as
num
;
vi =
totalnum
where num is the number of pixels whose sobel value ex eeds a ertain
threshold and totalnum is the total number of pixels in the grid.[2℄
3.2

Learning the

ategories

The main task of lassifying the images is performed by a Simpli ed Fuzzy
ART (Adaptive Resonan e Theory) -Map (sfam). The sfam onsists of an input layer, an output layer and weights onne ting them. The number of input
nodes is given by twi e the dimension of the feature input ve tor sin e this
ve tor is omplement- oded. Complement oding is used to represent not only
the presen e of a feature in the input ve tor but also its absen e. For example, if v was the feature input ve tor of dimension d and v its omplement
ve tor with vi = 1 vi ; (i = 1; :::; d), the input of the Fuzzy ART-Map input
layer P
would be I = (v; v) = (v1 ; :::; vd ; v1 ; :::; vd ) of dimension 2d. Note that
jI j = di=1 (vi + vi ) = d, I is therefore automati ally normalized.[3℄
The output nodes are produ ed while learning, thus the nal number of output
nodes is not known in advan e. Several output nodes will be assigned to one
ategory. The ategory of the most a tive output node orresponding to a ertain input is hosen. The output node with the highest a tivation wins.
The a tivation Tj (I ) of ea h output node j is given by
Tj (I ) =

jI ^ wj j ;
+ jwj j

where I is the input ve tor, wj is the weight ve tor for the j th output node and
is the hoi e parameter, usually a small value lose to 0 with 6= 0.
The output node with the highest a tivation wins. If the a tual ategory does
not mat h with the ategory of the winning output node, a new output node is
reated.
While learning, the weights wj are adjusted a ording to the learning rule
wjnew = (I ^ wjold ) + (1

)wjold ;

where is the learning rate whi h is set to 1 in this implementation of sfam for
fast and simple learning.[1℄
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Figure 1: The Fuzzy ART Network
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Resonan e (whi h implies updating the weights of the winning output node)
o urs if the mat h fun tion of the winning output node meets the vigilan e
riterion

jI ^ wj j  ;
jI j

where  is the vigilan e parameter that is xed in advan e to values between 0
and 1. If

jI ^ wj j < ;
jI j

a mismat h-reset o urs, the a tivation of j is set to 0 and a new winning node
has to be hosen. If a new ategory omes up or no resonan e o urs for an
input ve tor, a new output node is reated.
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Software design and implementation

The proje t is mainly based on two C++ lasses: vImage and sfam.
vImage an be used for the image pro essing, in luding loading and saving the
image, applying lters onto it and extra ting image related features.
sfam represents the Simpli ed Fuzzy ART-Map whi h has the ability of learning
to ategorize feature ve tors.
The lasses have been designed in this way to allow an independent representation of the feature extra tion and the learning network. The resulting features
from sfam an therefore be fed to several di erent neural nets or the Fuzzy
ART-Map an learn to ategorize feature ve tors apart from images.
4.1

Class vImage

This lass is used for prepro essing the amera image. At present, it ontains
two di erent sobel lters as well as methods to extra t ertain regions of interest.
It also ontains a method to al ulate feature ve tors of spe i ed dimensions
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from an indi ated part of the image. vImage has its own image format to be
independent of any standard pixel format. In this version, pgm les an be
loaded and saved. New lters and le formats an be easily in luded into the
lass.
vImage provides the following publi methods:
 int loadPgm( har[256℄)
Syntax: loadpgm("./image.pgm")
 int savePgm( har[256℄)
Syntax: savepgm("./image.pgm")
 int loadCam()
not yet implemented
 int getPixel(int, int, int)
Syntax: getPixel(x,y,&value)
 int setPixel(int, int, int)
Syntax: setPixel(x,y,value)
 void getSize(int, int)
Syntax: getSize(&maxx,&maxy)
 int sobel(vImage, int, int)
Syntax: sobel(&image, hor, ver)
This method applies a sobel operator onto the image. In this version, only
the amplitude is used. hor and ver an be either 0 or 1.
 int sobelt(vImage, int, int)
This method works like the method `sobel', but additionally applies a
threshold, whi h is being al ulated as twi e the sum of all pixel values
after applying the sobel operator divided by the total number of pixels.
 int getRoi(re t)
This method returns the region of interest in re t if one ould be dete ted.
Otherwise the error ode 1 will be returned.
 void lineh(vImage, int)
Syntax: lineh(image, &line)
This method performs a horizontal proje tion of the image. The result is
returned in line.
 void linev(vImage, int)
Syntax: linev(image, &line)
This method performs a verti al proje tion of the image. The result is
returned in line.
 void rasta(int, int, re t, oat)
Syntax: rasta(x, y, &re tangle, &feature ve tor)
This method returns the (xy)-dimensional feature ve tor v for a given
region of the image. The feature ve tor omponents vi are al ulated as
the number of pixels whose sobel value ex eeds a ertain threshold divided
by the total number of pixels in the grid.
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Class sfam

This lass implements the Simpli ed Fuzzy ART Map. It an handle with feature ve tors of any dimension and a variable number of ategories. Parameters
for publi methods of sfam are the dimension of the feature ve tor, the vigilan e
, the hoi e parameter and the ategory for a feature ve tor to be learned.
sfam provides the following publi methods:

 void learNet()
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This method deletes a urrent net and initializes for a new one.
int loadNet( har)
Syntax: loadNet("./net")
int saveNet( har)
Syntax: saveNet("./net")
int train(int, oat, int, oat, oat)
Syntax: num output nodes = train(dim, input ve tor, ategory, alpha,
vigilan e)
int he k(int, oat, oat)
Syntax: ategory = he k(dim, alpha, input ve tor)

Example programs

For a brief introdu tion to the lasses, there are ve example programs provided,
all performing di erent tasks:

 storefeatures <image.pgm> < at> < lename>

This program stores the feature ve tor and the ategory of an image into
an as ii le. To store the features of a large number of images, it is useful
to use a unix shell ommand similar to the following:
ls .pgm j while read F; do storefeatures $F 42 features.dat;
done
 addtonet <image.pgm> < at> <net.dat>
This program adds the features and ategory of a given image to the net
le. One should be aware of the fa t that the performan e of the net
depends on the order and frequen y an image feature input ve tor has
been shown to the net.
 he knet <data1> <num1> <data2> <num2>
This program trains a new net with the feature ve tors of `data 1' and
he ks it with the feature ve tors of `data 2'. The number of output nodes
reated and the hitrate is printed to standard out.
 he k at <image.pgm> <net.dat>
This program he ks the ategory of a given image resulting from an earlier
trained and saved net. The ategory is printed to standard out.
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 xoutofy <data> <num> <outofnum>

This program trains a new net with n = (outofnum num) randomly
hosen features of data. The net is then he ked with num features whi h
has not been used for training. The hitrate is printed to standard out.

6
6.1

Sample runs and evaluation
Images and

ategories

For the sample runs des ribed below, the following ategory numbers were atta hed to the traÆ signs (see Figure 2).
image ategory
ategory number
Cul-de-Sa
0
1
Move left or right
No robots
2
Move left
3
Move right
4
The images of the traÆ signs have been taken by a bla k and white d- amera
with varying angles and distan es d to the wall. Four sets of images have been
taken:
1. 10Æ < < 10Æ; d  100 m
2. 10Æ < < 10Æ; 70 m < d < 130 m
3. 50Æ < < 50Æ; d  100 m
4. 50Æ < < 50Æ; 70 m < d < 130 m
The method `getRoi' of lass vImage found a region of interest in 85% of the
images. The missing 15% of the set of images were due to the fa t that some
traÆ signs of the set of images were not laying ompletely in the image frame.
Approximately 1% of the regions of interest found were in orre t.
Surprisingly, the learning su ess turned out best for set number 2, following 1,
3, 4. For the following results, a set of all four subsets has been used.
6.2

Extra ted features

A typi al feature ve tor for a traÆ sign divided into a 4  3 grid an look like
the following:
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(0.367069, 0.283708, 0.226586, 0.163380, 0.122785, 0.122535, 0.263380, 0.250633,
0.197183, 0.141994, 0.146067, 0.163142)
6.3

Hitrates

The hitrate for a ertain number of learned images depends to a large extent on
the order in whi h the images have been learned. Sin e a net an be saved and
reused, it is valid to ompare the best hitrates of di erent samples rather than
the average hitrates.
The hitrates for a net trained with images and ategories in random order has
been higher than those for a net trained in sorted order. When a net was tested
with the same images that has been used for training, the hitrate was always
exa tly 100%.
Figure 3: Hitrate for 300 test and 1300 training samples with 5 di erent ategories. Number of grid tiles: 12, : 0.4, : 0.001
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Figure 4: Hitrate for 300 test and 1300 training samples with 5 di erent ategories. Number of grid tiles: 120, : 0.4, : 0.001
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best hitrate[%℄ mean hitrate[%℄ worst hitr.[%℄ std. dev. #outputnodes
43
80
69.73
58
3.5180
50-70
90
81.07
71
3.1050
25-35
65
12  10
88
73.95
58
4.5874
15-30
Note that the hitrate would be 20% if ategories were arbitrarily hosen.

 Distribution of the lassi ed ategories (out of the ategories 0, 1, 2, 3,
4) for a 4  3 grid. 300 test images and a. 1100 training images have

been hosen randomly with equal ategory distribution fo 50 runs. The
rows represent the image ategory, the olumns the wrongly re ognized
ategory.
0
1
2
3
4

0 1937 315 303 474 588 3617
1
36 2052 139 236
59 2522
2 222 176 2491
60
60 3009
3 320 374
47 1872 261 2874
4 485
83
20 358 2032 2978
 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 15000

 Distribution of the lassi ed ategories (out of the ategories 0, 1, 2, 3,
4) for a 6  5 grid. 300 test images and a. 1100 training images have

been hosen randomly with equal ategory distribution fo 50 runs. The
rows represent the image ategory, the olumns the wrongly re ognized
ategory.
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Figure 5: Histograms of the hitrates
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0
1
2
3
4

0 2217 80 171 154 155 2777
1
48 2470
60 294 105 2977
2 168
61 2662
39
29 2959
3 142 235
59 2285 155 2876
4 425 154
48 228 2556 3411
 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 15000

 Distribution of the lassi ed ategories (out of the ategories 0, 1, 2, 3,
4) for a 12  10 grid. 300 test images and a. 1100 training images have

been hosen randomly with equal ategory distribution fo 50 runs. The
rows represent the image ategory, the olumns the wrongly re ognized
ategory.
0
1
2
3
4

0 1982 46
90 308 141 2567
1
60 2393
72 233 161 2919
2 349 325 2748 249 255 3926
3 235 125
42 1960 149 2511
4 374 111
48 250 2294 3077
 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 15000

7
7.1

Limitations and extensions
Limitations

One limitation that ould ause problems in future appli ations is the way how
`getRoi' (get region of interest) works. It was built to re ognize re tangular
posters on a verti ally striped ba kground. In this environment, the task is
done very well. However, in a real world appli ation, the robot ould be set in
front of ubes, plain walls or other robots and will eventually re ognize them as
posters.
The other limitation is the learning parameter of the Fuzzy ART-Map. It is set
to 1, whi h gives very fast, quite good hitrates, however the hitrate does not
onverge.
7.2

Extensions

The main extension to this proje t is to use the lassifying of images in \real
world" robot navigation. A mobile robot shall be moving through the environment des ribed in the s enario, avoiding walls. This will be done using an
algorithm that in orporates simpli ed opti al ow. At T-jun tions and ul-desa s, traÆ signs will be provided. The robot shall try to re ognize and lassify
these signs using `vimage' and `sfam' and a t a ording to some given rules (e.g.
turn right, turn 180Æ, et ).
Extensions to the image re ognition method ould be an advan ed ltering
method that ould, for example guarantee s ale or rotation invarian e (see [2℄).
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Con lusions

One on lusion that ould be drawn from this proje t is, that Fuzzy ARTMap performs well and qui kly in lassi ation tasks. The number of output
nodes and therefore the size of the net always remained reasonably small. The
limitation of pi ture re ognition was apparently mainly due to the image ltering
methods.
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Dire tory stru ture

All the les belonging to this proje t an be found within the dire tory
owl.informatik.uni-ulm.de:/home/vision/proje ts/verena
The subdire tories are:
do : do umentation of the proje t
sr : the C++ sour e ode
bin: the exe utables to prepro ess the images, train and test the net
img: images that are used to train and test the system
data: data les generated from the images, e.g. feature ve tor tables and sfam weight
tables

